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Kyle Lundstedt is the founder and President of IndustryVault (Risk
Integration LLC), based in San Francisco, CA. IndustryVault is a
managed service provider that offers a highly secure hosted platform for
conducting data analysis. IndustryVault offers faster insights, broader
access, and greater control of the data analysis process. The
IndustryVault solution provides access to valuable industry datasets,
stored in a highly responsive query engine, and accessible via the web
browser for both data exploration and analysis.
As an executive, Mr. Lundstedt has experience managing diverse crossfunctional teams at Fortune 500 firms as well as small technology
companies. He combines Ph.D.-level expertise in finance with a strong
track record managing both the top- and bottom-lines in data & analytics
businesses. He speaks frequently at industry conferences such as ASF
and MBA Annual, and on news shows such as CNBC and Fox Business.
Prior to founding IndustryVault, Mr. Lundstedt was a managing director
for Black Knight Financial Services (BKFS/LPS Applied Analytics). He
managed a $30m business unit with a team of 70 product managers,
sales support specialists, business analysts, developers, DBAs, and
PhD’s. His team produced the industry-leading McDash data & AFT
behavioral analytics for large commercial and federal clients in mortgage
and real estate. Mr. Lundstedt joined BKFS from Andrew Davidson & Co,
where he created the LoanDynamics model of mortgage prepayment,
delinquency, default, and loss. His experience growing the analytics
businesses at BKFS, ADCo, and LoanPerformance demonstrate a strong
record of building and selling data & analytics to the mortgage industry.
Mr. Lundstedt also has previous startup experience, having co-founded
the angel investor-backed analytics firm VaRisk. VaRisk built customized
valuation and risk management software for mortgages and MBS, and
provided its solutions to firms such as Wells Fargo and Silicon Valley
Bank. He also worked on the professional staff of the U.S. House
Banking Committee, and played a significant role in the FHFA/OFHEO,
FHA reform, and S&L bailout legislation.
Mr. Lundstedt has a Ph.D. in Business Administration (Finance and Real
Estate) from the University of California at Berkeley, and a B.A. in
Economics and Political Science from Yale University.

